Biased estimation methods are more desirable than two stage least squares estimation for simultaneous equations model suffering from the problem of multicollinearity. This problem can also be handled by using some prior information. Taking account of this knowledge, we recommend two stage modified ridge estimator in this article. The new estimator can also be evaluated as an alternative to the previously proposed two stage ridge estimator. A widespread performance criterion, mean square error, is taken into consideration to compare the two stage modified ridge, two stage ridge and two stage least squares estimators. A real life data analysis is investigated to support the theoretical results in practice. In addition, the intervals of the biasing parameter which provide the superiority of the two stage modified ridge estimator are determined with the help of figures. The researchers who deal with simultaneous systems with multicollinearity can opt for the two stage modified ridge estimator.
INTRODUCTION
The matrix form of the simultaneous equations model is as follows
where × and × are matrices of observations, × and × are the matrices of structural coefficients and × is the matrix of structural disturbances. The elements of are nonstochastic and fixed with ( ) = ≤ and the structural disturbances have zero mean and they are homoscedastic.
The model (1) can be written as
which is the reduced form. The reduced form coefficients are = − (3) and = .
With the help of zero restrictions criterion the the equation below is the first equation of the system = + + . with the size of × 1 and × 1 corresponding to and and is the first column of .
The partition of the reduced form equation (2) can be arranged as follows
where = +
and = Π + .
In Considering only the first column of , and U in the reduced form coefficients (3) and (4), identifiability relationship between the structural parameters and the reduced form parameters for the first equation are obtained respectively as follows:
= Π (10) and = + .
Reconsidering the first equation of the system (5),
is obtained where
and = + .
Thus, the structural equation (12) can be rewritten in the form of the following equation
by replacing the equations (8) and (11) so as to reach the final form of the equation (15):
where ̅ = ( ) = [ Π ], ( ) = 0 and ( ) = .
Two stage least squares (TSLS) estimation is commonly used for estimating the structural parameters of the equation (16) depending on its ease of computation.
Explanatory endogenous variables are replaced by their instrumental variables which are ordinary least squares (OLS) estimates that are obtained by using the exogenous variables to apply the first stage of TSLS estimation. Then, for the second stage, OLS estimation is used again to obtain the regression coefficients.
TSLS estimator is defined as follows
Since ̅ is unknown,
is used at the first stage to generate
By doing so, the operational form of the TSLS estimator
is yielded.
In the presence of multicollinearity, TSLS does not give sensitive estimates anymore. So, alternative estimation methods to TSLS are required to deal with multicollinearity. In this context, the most popular estimator is ridge estimator (RE) of Hoerl and Kennard [1] which is recommended for estimating parameters in simultaneous equations model by Vinod and Ullah [2] . Two stage ridge regression yields estimates having smaller variance than the TSLS estimation.
When researchers confront with the problem of multicollinearity, biased estimation methods seem to be more attractive than the TSLS estimation. Such an alternative method is two stage RE which is given by Vinod and Ullah [2] . Ordinary and operational forms of the two stage RE are
and
where > 0.
Sometimes additional prior information can be come across in simultaneous equations model and this can help to overcome the problem of multicollinearity, as well. By this consideration we define a new two stage estimator for the structural "Selma Toker, Nimet Özbay Evaluation of two stage modified ridge estimator and its performance…" coefficients based on the idea of modified ridge estimation of Swindel [3] subsequently.
In a summary, the organization of this article is as follows: Section 2 includes the new estimator for the simultaneous equations model; performance discussion of this new estimator is given in Section 3; Section 4 deals with the numerical example; Section 5 is for concluding remarks.
THE SUGGESTION OF NEW ESTIMATOR
There is a considerable interest in the existence of prior information. In this point of view, Swindel [3] offered a modified ridge estimator (MRE), which consists of a RE family, based on this information in linear regression model. By getting inspired from this idea, we propose two stage MRE based on prior information as
where > 0 and is an arbitrary point in the parameter space which acts like the role of the origin.
Instead of this current form, to consider the prior information as a random variable seems more applicable as suggested by Swindel. Within this contex, we replace with in equation (23) and two stage MRE is derived to be:
where > 0 and is as in the equation (21). To simplify the expression (24), ̅ ( ) = ( ̅ ̅ + ) ̅ ̅ is used so that
is obtained.
is used in practice.
Notice that a convex combination of TSLS estimator and two stage RE reveals by suggesting the new estimator in the equation (25). This convex combination unifies the advantages of included estimators.
reduces to as → 0 and as → ∞. As increases, follows a way through the parameter space from to . Therefore, we expect that the deficiencies that are arised from multicollinearity with the use of TSLS estimator will be eliminated.
MSE PERFORMANCE OF THE NEW ESTIMATOR
The measure of the matrix mean square error ( ) for any particular estimator ̅ of , is
where the first part is the variance function and the second part is the squared bias function.
The model (16) can be written in a canonical form as follows
where = ̅ , = and P is an orthogonal matrix such that
where are the eigenvalues of ̅ ̅ .
By using this canonical form, the TSLS estimator, the two stage RE and the two stage MRE can be written as
The of the foregoing estimators are
We refer the following lemmas that are to be used in theoretical comparisons. Through Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we derive sufficient conditions for the superiority of the two stage MRE to the two stage RE and the TSLS estimator, as well. From the intuition behind Lemma 2 leads us to conclude that the prior mean is a good information.
The current topic is to take account of the choice of the biasing parameter. Since the biasing parameter acts a prominent role in the performance of the mentioned estimators, the selection of this parameter is crucial. In this paper, we mainly determine the intervals of the biasing parameter with ridge trace so as to give the best results in the sense of mean square error for our new estimator. In addition, to estimate the biasing parameter we use some of the existing methods which are defined by Hoerl and Kennard [1] , Hoerl et al. [6] , Lawless and Wang [7] and Kibria [8] . These are defined to be as follows: 
where and are the TSLS estimates of and .
APPLICATION
We consider a constructed model given in Griffiths et. al [9] Similar to the Figure 1 , Figure 2 is drawn in two parts to show estimated performances of the foregoing estimators, corresponding to Equation 2. The first part below is plotted for the smaller values of the biasing parameter while the second part above is the plotted for an extended range of values. Till the magnitude of the is nearly 1.5, the two stage RE is the best in comparison to the TSLS estimator and the two stage MRE. In the case that lies between 1.5 and 5, the two stage MRE reaches its minimum in the sense of . When is approximately greater than 5, the line for the two stage MRE is still below the line for two stage RE but it is above the line for the TSLS estimator. By this way, the Figure 2 plays a role in choosing some of the values shown in the Table  1 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This article recommends the two stage MRE which is assigned to reduce the effect of multicollinearity in the simultaneous systems. This estimator is such a convex combined estimator that is resulted in unifying the advantages of the TSLS estimator and two stage RE. Taking two stage RE as prior information, the two stage MRE becomes desirable with regard to dispelling multicollinearty. Within this framework, the new estimator is preferable to the two stage RE and the TSLS estimator.
We succeed in demonstrating the superiority of the two stage MRE over the two stage RE and the TSLS estimator with the help of theorems. The problem of choosing the biasing parameter of the two stage MRE is settled by the technique of ridge trace as well as some specific estimation methods.
The conclusion that two stage MRE outperforms the two stage RE and the TSLS estimator is drawn from data analysis based on the data set Griffiths [9] . Furthermore, graphical representation is accomplished to observe the estimated performances. By means of the graphs, it is observed that for greater values of the biasing parameter the two stage MRE is better than the two stage RE and the reverse is valid for smaller values of the biasing parameter.Likewise to the theoretical results, the numerical results are in favor of the two stage MRE. 
